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m. rainer lepsius
The European Union as a Sovereignty Association of a Special Nature**	Translated by Iain L. Fraser.
The European Union’s prospects of development were always open in relation to its territorial extent, the definition of its powers and its organisational structure. From all three viewpoints, the EU has, over the last 50 years, developed, from its beginnings as the European Coal and Steel Community, into a complex sovereignty association. This historically unique political and economic project, though successful in outcome and meeting with recognition both internally and externally, has continuously advanced without defining its ‘finality’. The current debate is now raising the question of its ‘completion’, with calls for a new ‘constitutional treaty’, and various drafts of a conclusive organisational structure. There were ‘constitutional debates’ at earlier points in time, too. Thus, in 1984, the European Parliament presented the ‘Draft Treaty establishing the European Union’. The 1992 Maastricht Treaty has since set up the European Union without a new constitution having been required. Numerous procedural changes have so far assured its functionality, even with an expanded number of Members, new areas of competence and greater involvement of the European Parliament. Why, then, a renewed ‘constitutional debate’?

To minds used to thinking in categories of the constitutional state, it seems unaccustomed and irritating to conceive of the EU sovereignty association as an evolutionary process; a regime sui generis, as it is put. The open prospect ought to be closed. Does this simply express a need for cognitive structuring? Currently, there is need for action on decision-making procedures, on Member State representation, on both the Commission and the Council, and on enhancing democratic legitimation. In particular, as regards representation and decision-making procedures which have created rising membership numbers, changes have been due for some time. But this alone is not yet enough to compel a ‘qualitative leap’ towards a new covenant for the Union. At the Nice Inter-Governmental Conference, the most needful changes will likely be decided without the Union having to change as a whole. Behind the procedural amendments lies another ground for opening a constitutional debate. Eastward enlargement is giving occasion for concern, summed up by Joschka Fischer as the alternative between ‘erosion or integration’. He evidently fears that incorporating some 15 states of Central, Eastern and South-Eastern Europe will threaten the acquis communautaire, further obstructing the deepening of co-operation, and that ‘relying on an alliance of states would mean a standstill, with all its negative consequences.’ The constitutional debate that has been sparked off is evidently primarily directed against a feared erosion of the degree of integration already reached, and is calling for the singling out of such older members as may desire a more far-reaching political union. The latent formation of a front against the new members has also immediately been recognised by the latter. Earlier, too, for instance in the case of ‘southward enlargement’, the question of ‘widening or deepening’ was also raised. But the alternative did not present itself: the enlargement went hand-in-hand with an enhancement of integration. And if creating a lasting peaceful system in the area covered by the Union is its highest objective, then the Union could also give this goal priority over further internal integration. Eastward expansion—wherever it may end—is a historically unprecedented process that the Union has still to enter into. The alternative between erosion or further integration is directed at the ‘West-European Union’, neglecting the ‘East-European Union’ and its inclusion in the formation of the West-East European Union. Consolidating the Western-European core politically before completing the eastward expansions is problematic. A number of keywords run through the debates; we shall briefly comment on them below.
1.	Functionality
The transition from unanimity to qualified-majority decision on the Council counts as the central means to secure the Union’s functional capacity with the increasing number of members. Delays and blockages by a few Member States, or even a single one, ought to be prevented, and majority decision indeed compels the individual Member States to greater elasticity. No one wants to belong to the outvoted minority, thus respective preferences will be weighed up, and possible coalitions with other countries will be contemplated. But decisions by qualified-majority do not replace the search for as broad a consensus as possible. The majority rule is only a technical means of shortening negotiations in order to reach consensus.

The Union’s functionality will not be assured by the possibility of deciding on a growing range of situations by qualified-majority, but by the bringing about of a willingness to decide. The members must be willing to decide on a particular Commission proposal. The willingness of the individual countries to decide is brought about in their capitals, before Council meetings and in parallel with the Commission’s work. In order to attain it, the Union has two consensus-producing bodies available: the Commission on the one hand, and the Joint Committee of Permanent Representatives of Member States to the Union (COREPER) on the other. In working out its proposals, the Commission enters into extensive deliberative co-ordination processes with the governments, the associations involved and the Parliament, and mediates between differing viewpoints and lobbies to get its proposal accepted. While the Commission decides independently and bindingly, it knows that its submissions can become effective only if they secure acceptance from Member States. In the Joint Committee, the government representatives to the EU constitute a ‘consensus engine’ switched in after the Commission, and not only harmonise their governments’ instructions with the Commission and the representatives of other Governments beforehand, but also calculate the chances of securing a majority for their governments’ instructions. Being constantly in touch with the Brussels communication process, they can advise their governments to show elasticity on particular points, and join the winning majority by forming coalitions with other Members on the Council. The COREPER is the diplomatic hinge between the Ministries and the Council. Not only does it decide autonomously on the mass of routine matters before the Council, but it also informs the various voting Ministers, points out the likely conflicts in the Council, and provides a link between the home governments and the specific rationality criteria in Brussels.

Functionality is not just a question of efficient rules of decision, but of well-prepared, co-ordinated production of willingness to decide. It should not be believed that qualified-majority decision will guarantee the Union’s functionality by itself. It is not the decision-making process that is the main problem, but getting countries to agree. This is achieved through acceptance of European rationality criteria that emerge not only from national-interest positions but from the cognitive structuring of ‘European’ problems and ways of solving them. This is the Commission’s task in working out its proposals, and a task that is grounded in the judgments of the European Court of Justice. Both of these ‘operationalise’ Europe. The formal majority principle does not replace the principle of substantive consensus. Europe arose from consensus. The continual exclusion of states through the qualified-majority principle would endanger further development. Moreover, extending the list of issues to be decided by majority will not remove the unanimity requirement on central questions either. Controversial, weighty problems where the Council cannot, or will not, arrive at a decision can be brought before the European Council where the unanimity principle applies. Blockages can arise there, too, as France’s rejection of the Agenda 2000 agricultural reform shows, as does the impossibility of reducing the rebate granted to Britain on its membership contributions again, unless Britain agrees. Europe is a regime of concordance. Institutional reforms ought not to seek to change this, since the basis for legitimation lies in consensus. 
2.	Distribution of Powers
The unclear competency rules are repeatedly pointed to. The present arrangement is indeed neither systematic nor unambiguously demarcated. The EU’s powers have arisen from individual empowerments by the Council or by the European Council, which have been fleshed out and expanded by the Commission over time, and subsequently confirmed by the ECJ. The latest ECJ judgment, removing a ban on tobacco advertising imposed by an EU directive, shows the problems with the division of powers. The Court did not see any direct relation in the directive to the fundamental freedoms of the internal market or to the assuring of competition; accordingly, it was to be abrogated. Here, it was following a strict interpretation of the EU competence to shape the internal market. The Court did not accept the argument of the plaintiff, the German Federal Government, that the Commission ought not to interfere in the sphere of health policies; it even approved of Commission health-policy measures on condition that these were directly aimed at developing the internal market. This functional definition of powers relating to a particular political objective does not allow a clear division of powers by major policy sectors. The Commission thus has the greatest rights of intervention from the competition law it administers, which may be made to apply to many situations as long as they can be construed as a distortion of competition. The basic freedoms of the internal market and the competition requirement give the EU broad rights of intervention against national legislation in areas of educational policy, social policy and structural policy, too. The outcome is a sharp isolation, which is unprecedented in extent, of one sub-system, the internal-market system, with rationality criteria that outweigh other rationality criteria that also claim validity in the same area. It was in the same sense that the ECJ ruled that women in the Bundeswehr could not be excluded from arms-bearing duties, since this would amount to discrimination forbidden in the internal market. Contrasting value concepts about the involvement of women in combat, even with the constitutional foundation existing in the Federal Republic, play no part. The power of the EU is a segmental one, with far-reaching externalisation of contingencies. This is the EU’s effectiveness. It decides in relation to objectives, by dissolving the political contexts, and has direct effect on the law and justice systems of Member States.

From this starting position, a clear division of powers between the EU and the Member States is difficult. It is not policy areas that can be divided; the point is to specify the areas to which rationality criteria, each with their own functional logic extending into various policy areas, apply. The EU cuts specific situations out of the policy areas which, in principle, operate interdependently and subjects them to supra-national structuring requirements. While at the outset what was involved was still a branch of industry fairly easy to isolate, coal and steel, the EU now covers broad areas of economic and competition law, and free movement. This autonomisation of particular sub-systems has led to the rapid establishment of the internal market, and national deregulation. To the extent that ‘the economy’ in the Member States is institutionalised as a relatively independent policy area, the acceptance was there for that. Presumably, it would have been otherwise in relation to social legislation or tax law, which do not have a comparable ‘instrumental’ isolation in political perceptions.

A division of powers by policy areas is continually being called for. Here, the EU is allotted such things as foreign and security policy, regulating the internal market, competition and the agricultural market, asylum and immigration policy, and also cross-border environmental policy and the promotion of fundamental European research. Employment policy, welfare, health, culture and structural policy are to remain with Member States. Such proposals by the Bavarian Minister-President are plausible, but hard to apply, since broad overlaps emerge. In particular, the call to develop a European Social Model and establish it alongside market and competition policy as a second basis for legitimation, blurs the boundaries. Again, the ‘macro-economic dialogue’ necessitated by monetary union and the European Central Bank transcends a division by policy areas. Co-ordinating the economic policies of the Member States covers not just the budget discipline of the individual nation-states, but also their employment and incomes policies. The policy entanglement typical of the Federal Republic also determines the interpenetration of European and national competences. A look at the positions in the Federal Republic shows the difficulties of the division of powers in federal systems with a broad framework of competence at federal level. Everything complained of at EU level is everyday material in Germany: interpenetration of administrative staffs, lack of transparency, dilution of parliamentary powers to decide, and lack of accountability for political responsibilities in the interpenetrating policies. 

It has to be surprising how often a division of powers is called for without calling the associated problems by their names. This applies, in particular, to issues of the financial constitution of a contemplated confederation. The most effective control on EU powers today lies in the payments to the Union that Member States have to decide. As long as these are kept low, the EU cannot pursue any major distributive projects, and must remain primarily oriented to regulatory policies. 

Nor is the oft-proclaimed principle of subsidiarity an effective means towards the division of powers either. The level at which a political measure is to be located is always a controversial, debatable matter of expediency among subsidiarity criteria, and may very well present itself differently for the various Member States. In the event of conflict, there are no operational criteria for deciding the subsidiarity question. Nor are there any clear entitlements for an individual Member State to proceed against an EU directive.

The hard problem lies in the division of rationality criteria and their allocation to various levels of control and legitimation. As with the internal market and competition arrangements, as long as they can relatively be detached instrumentally from the policy complex and have more or less the same effect for Member States, fragmentation of powers is possible. Where Member States are left with room for manoeuvre in implementation, contingencies can also be fended off. But as soon as the number and heterogeneity of rationality criteria for EU policy increase, to cover, say, structural and employment policy, then complicated problems of mediation and balancing arise. The contradictory nature of rationality criteria and the conflicts existing among them need, at this point, to be centrally controlled; they can no longer be handled through the fragmentation of various control levels alongside each other. Mediating between equal-rank rationality criteria and balancing their validity comes about in parliamentary systems through majority decisions and budget resolutions. The call is being made to transfer the competence for jurisdictional conflicts to the level of the ‘federation’. Here, Fischer’s proposals are internally consistent: ‘Core sovereignty and only what it is absolutely necessary to regulate at European level [should be] transferred to the Federation,’ and European legislation should be fully parliamentarised. But this means a division of sovereignty which goes beyond the question of the division of powers. 
3.	Division of Sovereignty
The EU is based on co-operation among sovereign states. They are all members of the United Nations and they possess sole competence to shape the treaties that the EU is based on. Transferring competences to European level does not mean giving up the claim of the individual Member States to sovereignty, but the willingness to exercise sovereign rights in an associative system. Fischer’s call to transfer ‘core sovereignty’ to the Federation is, to that extent, in clear contradiction with French President Jacques Chirac’s formula of ‘joint exercise of part of the national sovereign rights.’ The consequences are clear. As long as the Member States exercise ‘sub-competences’ jointly, they remain the central units of the system to which sovereignty is attributed. If, however, ‘core sovereignties’—however defined—are transferred to the ‘Federation’, then it becomes the bearer of the central sovereign rights. In order to achieve this, a confederation with original sovereignty would have to be founded. Only then would an accountable entity that could form a ‘federal state’ be constituted; for ‘federation’ is, after all, without doubt just a euphemistic expression for what is really meant, namely, the European federal state. To constitute an autonomous bearer of sovereignty, the population of the EU would have to be constituted into a European people as the possessor of the sovereignty. This would indeed be the ‘great leap’ that would transcend the EU’s existing order. Whether such a ‘leap’ is desirable and in what circumstances it could succeed would have to be considered in detail. Whether this ‘leap’ is necessary for the integration process is another question.

In the course of deepening the integration, a ‘pillar architecture’ has been formed in the European Union, with various tasks allotted to a supra-national system of decision and administration on the one hand, and to international co-operative systems on the other. Various systems exist alongside each other: the system for the internal market, the system for the ‘Schengen Area’, the system for the ‘Euro Area’, and the common foreign and security policy. EU Members do not all belong to the same systems. The desired ‘flexibility’ has already found expression in the ‘pillar architecture’. If integration policy is to be advanced in this way, then the loose construction of the ‘pillar architecture’ should not be given up. The successes in European integration to date have been achieved through an evolutionary process of segmental co-ordination. The ‘leap’ into a sovereignty association with ‘core sovereignties’, and correspondingly a competence for jurisdictional conflicts, would interrupt this evolutionary process and demand a density of normative integration that would have to lead to considerable increases in the claims on the regulatory and redistributive power of European level. The resulting conflicts and disappointments are easy to see, and would lead European integration into a politicisation that would intensify conflicts. It does not seem advisable to constitute a political system that, in all likelihood, cannot meet the expectations held of it in such areas as employment and harmonisation of standards of living, therefore itself running into legitimation problems. So far, success with integration has been based on deciding the individual steps towards it consensually, adequately legitimising them through domestic systems of the Member States and, in the long run, making them capable in the upshot of meeting the expectations aroused. The competence for jurisdictional conflict is exercised consensually by the European Council in the name of the national sovereign rights. The European Council would lose this competence for jurisdictional conflicts if there were a separate bearer of sovereignty alongside it. While Fischer writes ‘the concept of a European Federal State replacing the old nation-states and their democracies as a new sovereign is a synthetic construct going beyond existing realities’, a ‘division of sovereignty between Europe and nation-state’ must lead to the establishment of a new bearer of sovereign rights, a ‘European people’: exactly to what he calls a ‘synthetic construct’.
4.	The Role of the Nation States
The nation-state is not to be ‘abolished’; it is to be ‘brought into’ the confederation, since the ‘nation-state, with its cultural and democratic traditions, will be indispensable for legitimising a union of citizens and states that can be fully accepted by people.’ This formulation presents the nation-state as a quite subordinate ‘self-governing entity’ with valuable cultural traditions to which citizens have grown accustomed. This is reminiscent of the role that municipalities play in modern states: the real structuring of life occurs elsewhere, but local adjustment to these structures is left up to the citizens of the municipality, with limited means. Such a view fails to see the role of the nation-states specifically in legitimising the EU. They create the units from which a European Union arises. If the EU is a ‘multi-people state’, then it follows that the interests of the Union’s citizens are not identical and cannot be decided about by majority in highly aggregated representative systems. The individual peoples do not just represent picturesque traditions, but are constituted as democratic ‘demoi’ with a general sovereignty claim. These entities have the absorptive power to handle social conflicts that is indispensable for the EU. This absorptive power lies particularly in the capacity of nation-states to reach temporal agreements over the ever-present inequalities and injustices in distribution of life chances, and formulate ideas about a compensatory retributive justice. Despite material inequality, there emerges an ideal equality of citizens. The democratic ideal of citizen equality has to be reconciled with the everyday experience of inequality. It is from this self-binding of inequality that moral solidarity grows. This continual reproduction of the ‘moral fabric’ is the basis of social peace. Wherever it is disturbed or destroyed, severe conflicts arise: and one need not think only of the Bosnias and Kosovos, it is enough to consider Northern Ireland or the Basque Country. Decades of terrorism cannot be politically controlled even in countries that have had democratic systems for years and belong the EU. The central achievement of nation-states is the creation of moral orders that are not just the result of political institutions but need the support of a linguistic community, internal toleration and solidarity and self-allocation of responsibility for shortcomings and lags in development. Downgrading the nation-states, limiting their possibilities of action and fragmenting their formal competences, would have considerable consequences, especially for a territorially extended sovereign territory with highly aggregated interest representation in the decision-making centres.

Nation-states also constitute units of accountability that can be expected to do things. A good example is offered by the change in the social system for the population of East Germany. German unity shifted both the horizon of expectation and the criterion of comparison from the GDR to the old Federal Republic, bringing a new perception of discrimination or disadvantage among East Germans. It is not the objective improvement in living conditions in East Germany, but the differences from living conditions for West Germans that determine their expectations. Comparison processes, and structuring them through the social and moral units that nation-states are, are accordingly of central importance to stability in Europe. For instance, on entry to the EU, the Portuguese did not immediately shift their expectations to the standards of the prosperous welfare states and expect support payments from them.

Eastward enlargement opens the way into Europe for many societies living at a much lower level than the peoples in Western Europe. They will have to put up with a sharp discrepancy for decades. This acceptance of disadvantage can come about only within a national self-consciousness. These processes can only be carried though in a context of comparison and distribution processes structured on a nation-state basis. The European Union is an association of many peoples, the components of which lay claim to creative freedom of their own, irrespective of population size or economic power, and cannot be subjected to others’ majorities for all the central decisions. To date, the EU has been supported by the consensus of the national elites. Wherever this was not present, resistance or reservations about further steps in integration have emerged among the peoples, too, as in Norway, Sweden and Denmark. This elite consensus arises in the political atmosphere of nation-states from opinion formation in democratic institutions, the media, public opinion and the resulting orientation of citizens. EU legitimacy is thus based on agreement by the citizens of nation-states, not on opinion formation by a European people. The European Parliament, too, represents the citizens of the Member States, not the citizens of the Union. Its basis, too, is national opinion formation, which is basic to legitimising European integration; but the nation-states are the basis for this. Downgrading them, taking central sovereign rights over the Union’s further development away from them, endangers the political and social peace of the Union.


